This Is Stunning Menagerie Of Curious Creatures!

Who is half gallop, half walk? Who can turn you to stone with one look? Whose voice do you hear in the splash on the shore? Centaurs, mermaids, and other curious creatures populate these wondrous poems and paintings, inspired by a mythological world full of imagination and mystery. Includes end notes about cultures and legends.

Features:
* Notes:

My Personal Review:
Around the world there are many mythical, imaginary magical creatures. These marvelous creatures have made their way into this book, each one accompanied by a complimentary, lilting poem. The creatures include a dragon, a mermaid, a firebird, a centaur, trolls, a cockatrice, hobgoblins, a sea serpent, a thunderbird, a sphinx, a will o' the wisp, a gargoyle, a naga and a phoenix.

HOBGOBLINS

When Glasgow sleeps, children dream, parents snore, and invisible creatures do the chores. With invisible brooms they sweep your room. They spit and polish and putter and shine. And while they work, you can hear them mutter - All mine! All mine!

The paintings and poetry in this book are simply stunning. The art work would do well to grace any wall in print form. In the back of the book there is a brief paragraph on each imaginary creature in this menagerie, a menagerie that spans many countries, cultures and religions.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Imaginary Menagerie: A Book of Curious Creatures by Julie Larios - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!